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New book chronicles the Bible’s foundational impact on the modern world
Vishal Mangalwadi forecasts the West’s catastrophic decline as its foundations
are undermined by public education
THIS BOOK CHANGED EVERYTHING: THE BIBLE’S AMAZING
IMPACT ON OUR WORLD
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See Eric Metaxas Show interview.

Pasadena, CA – June 23, 2019 - THE BIBLE changed everything for the better, claims Vishal Mangalwadi,
author & social reformer, dubbed ‘India’s foremost Christian intellectual’ (Christianity Today, USA).
Without Biblical revelation, Americans can no longer believe their foundational “truths” that “all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights.” This Book
Changed Everything reveals the Bible’s far-reaching effects and explains why the West faces potential
catastrophe by ignoring its founding text, the Bible. Mangalwadi asks - Can the West be renewed?
In 316 pages and 15 chapters, Dr. Mangalwadi examines the Bible’s influence on modernity’s
presuppositions and institutions, including philosophy, law, literature, language, economics, industry,
diplomacy, politics, leadership and more. Chapters on journalism and literature by contributors Dr.
Jenny Taylor (UK) and Dr. Ashish Alexander (India) support the claim that the Bible’s impact is global.
See a synopsis of the book’s four sections, on https://www.revelationmovement.com.
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Vishal was born and educated in India. Along with his wife, Ruth, he
began serving India’s destitute in 1976. With help from the ruling
elite, high-caste opponents of his work burnt down his community
and attempted to murder him. Political imprisonment on trumpedup charges led him to study how the West eradicated chronic
poverty and built relatively just, free, and prosperous societies. His
investigation led to the conclusion that his professors were wrong in
crediting skepticism and unbelief as the source of the West’s
amazing development. The West was reformed by martyrs who risked their lives for the truth.
In our age of unbelief, it takes intellectual confidence to chronicle how the Bible’s inspired writings firedup the imagination of ‘change agents’: European scholars and reformers, America’s Founders and
builders. It explains why the United States became a nation and not an empire and why, following WW2,
it helped end imperialism. Mangalwadi answers the question: why our world is not governed by
emperors and caliphs but by presidents, prime Ministers, and chancellors.
Written in a non-academic but compelling style, Mangalwadi makes the case that a Bible’s doctrine, ‘the
priesthood of all believers’, inspired equality, integrity, universal education, and the West’s unique
devotion to honest work. These principles are now being abandoned by the West’s elite.
Tolerance, frequently a subject in Today’s headlines, is demystified among the book’s many historical
essays. University professors may be shocked to learn that European intolerance was ended by a diligent
study of the Bible. Scriptures freed human conscience from the tyranny of the state and the church. The
Bible put the individual soul directly under God. It enabled heroes to defy emperors, contending as did
Martin Luther, “Here I stand. My conscience is captive to the Word of God…”
Mangalwadi traces how the Bible translation created most modern literary languages in the West.
Biblical language shaped the West’s optimistic, family-oriented worldview. By defining words and figures
of speech the Bible imprinted its view of reality on literature and media in the West and the modern
world.

‘If the West rejects the worldview that gave meaning to its languages, it
will go the way of Fascist Germany or Marxist Russia,’ says Dr.
Mangalwadi. ‘Fascism amputated Germany’s soul — the German
language which defined words in the light of the Bible — and the whole
world paid the price. Thankfully, history need not repeat itself. The Bible
has revived the West in the past; it can do so again.’
This Book Changed Everything, published simultaneously on three
continents, is climbing the charts. Mangalwadi asks these challenging questions: why has political
discourse gone sour? Why is civility disappearing from university campuses? Why is family collapsing?
Why does the world seem to be spiraling out of control? He explains that many are losing the ability to
engage in rational discourse, because they have forgotten the wisdom that says love is a fruit of the
Spirit, not chemistry.
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This book makes sense of the senselessness of our times. Therefore, many reviewers rate Dr.
Mangalwadi among the world’s top Christian thinkers. See Eric Metaxas Show interview (short version)
Eric Metaxas Show interview (longer version).
Mangalwadi’s previous work, The Book that Made Your World (Thomas Nelson), showed how the Bible
gave the West its unique faith in human rationality and dignity. It asked the question: “Can the words of
men be the Word of God?” This new book covers aspects of history not explored in the earlier work.
More importantly, with rare philosophical insight, this volume 1 of the four-volume series takes first
steps into the spiritual realm of inspiration, imagination, visions and supernatural revelation.
Steve Green, Chairman of Washington’s Museum of the Bible said of the book: ‘Most people have no
idea of the Bible’s influence upon our world. Vishal explores history, gives evidence and powerful
arguments that the modern world is inconceivable without the Bible.’
NOTE FOR EDITORS:
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Vishal Mangalwadi was born and educated in India. Along with his wife, Ruth, he began serving India’s
destitute in 1976. With help from the ruling elite, high-caste opponents of his work burnt down his
community and attempted to murder him. Political imprisonment on trumped-up charges led him to
study how the West eradicated chronic poverty and built more just, free, and prosperous societies. For
his independent research and writing and innovative service to the community, he was awarded the Dr.
Bhimrao Ambedkar Distinguished National Service Award in India and a doctorate in Laws by the William
Carey International University in California, USA.
Years of research led him to the conclusion that his professors were wrong in crediting skepticism and
unbelief as the source of the West’s amazing development. The West was reformed by people of faith,
dedicated to wisdom risking their lives for the truth.
Mangalwadi has lectured in 40 countries, including in universities and to Parliamentarians in UK,
Germany, Brazil, Columbia, Uganda, and India.
Many of his 21 books are studied in universities around the world, as diverse as Cambridge (UK) and
Liberty (USA). His books include: The Book That Made Your World: How the Bible Created the Soul of
Western Civilization (Thomas Nelson, 2011); Truth and Transformation: A Manifesto for Ailing Nations
(YWAM Seattle, 2009); When the New Age Gets Old: Looking For a Greater Spirituality (IVP 1992), and
The World of Gurus (Vikas, 1977).
An 11-part DVD lecture series, “Must The Sun Set On The West” delivered at the University of
Minnesota on behalf of the Maclaurin Institute and his Hollywood Distinguished Lecture Series Wisdom
from India are available at Vision Video; A ten-part series of short Videos on Truth are posted at
www.TruthMatters.tv.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:
‘When a brilliant philosopher from India gives his version of the history of the West, we should listen. In
the nineteenth century, Tocqueville showed how the Bible made America different from France; today
Vishal Mangalwadi shows why the Bible made Europe different from the rest of the world.’
— ERIC METAXAS, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Martin Luther and Bonhoeffer; Nationally syndicated
host of The Eric Metaxas Radio Show
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‘I have come to believe that Vishal may well be Christianity’s most able global thinker. Not as famous as
some, he travels deep into both the Bible and the historical record to uncover a treasure, and then he
travels the globe sharing that treasure. I believe that he is one of the founders of the next great worldwide phase of Christian civilization.’
— JERRY BOWYER, Financial Economist, Author, Pres. of Bowyer Research; Editor of Townhall Finance.

‘From his Eastern perspective, Vishal helps us Westerners recover our memory and identity. Building on
his earlier book, The Book that Made Your World, Vishal here re-tells us our own story and opens our
eyes to recognize the true wellsprings of our civilization.’
— JEFF FOUNTAIN, Founder, Schuman Study Centre, Amsterdam

‘Vishal Mangalwadi has worked amongst the destitute of India as well as taught in institutions of higher
education. He has spoken to parliamentarians and senators, for he speaks with the clear perspective of a
world pilgrim and a life experience that spans East and West alike.’
— PROF. DR. ROLAND WERNER, President, Zinzendorf-Institute, Marburg, Germany

BOOK INFORMATION - This Book Changed Everything – Available at Amazon.com
Distributor: Sought After Media, 1605 E. Elizabeth Street, Pasadena, CA, 91104 USA
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